
Robert Smith 
Dispute Analyst

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Results-oriented Dispute Analyst with over nine years of professional 
experience, extensive knowledge of accounting procedures and general 
accounting processes. I am extremely self-motivated and team oriented 
with a strong sense of accountability while maintaining a high level of 
attention to detail. I possess the necessary skills and experience you are 
seeking and would make a valuable addition to your Team. Leadership 
Communication Collaboration SAP R/3 BW SAP Verify.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Dispute Analyst
ABC Corporation -   December 2006 – January 2008 

Responsibilities:

 Assisted customers with resolving invoice disputes.
 Communicated the analytical status and informed issues to appropriate 

contacts using escalation matrix.
 Reviewed tax discrepancies on invoices and verified tax documents 

before entering tax credits.
 Researched invoice issues in SAP for Purchase Order disputes and 

resolved them by using the internal sales system and customer contact.
 Prepared journal entries; maintained and reconciled ledger accounts.
 Collected data, allocated costs and prepared reports on aging accounts.
 Identified, opened, negotiated and resolved billing disputes with 

vendors.

Dispute Analyst
Delta Corporation -   2001 – 2006 

Responsibilities:

 Month temporary assignment Collaborated documents for dispute 
resolution to communicate customer inquires.

 Processing and settling American Express cardholder disputes.
 Back end, non-voice process.
 Reporting to Team Leader - Operations.
 Maintain excellent standards of customer service Analyze disputes from 

customers and provide dispute resolution Assisted with the training 
and .

 Speak with customer and find out why they where being billed wrong.
 Collector Assisted with the overall management and training of bank 

employees Consistently maintained excellent standards of customer 
service .

Education

BS In Accounting
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Accounting, 
Procurement, MS Office.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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